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ABSTRACT 
 
 

Nonintrusive laser optical measurements have been carried out to investigate the coolant 
mixing in a model of the head part of a fuel assembly of a VVER reactor. The goal of this 
research was to investigate the coolant flow around the point based in-core thermocouple; and 
also provide experimental database as a validation tool for CFD calculations. The experiments 
have been carried out on a full size scale model of the head part of VVER-440/213 fuel 
assembly. In this paper first the previous results of the research project is summarised, when 
full field velocity vectors and temperature were obtained by particle image velocimetry (PIV) 
and planar laser induced fluorescence (PLIF), respectively. Then, preliminary results of the 
investigation of the influence of the flow in the central tube will be reported by presenting 
velocity measurement results. In order to have well measurable effect, extreme flow rates 
have been set in the central tube by applying an inner tube with controlled flow rates. Despite 
the extreme conditions, the influence of the central tube to the velocity field proved to be 
significant. Further measurement will be done for the investigation of the effect of the gaps at 
the spacer fixings by displacing the inner tube vertically, and also the temperature distribution 
will also be determined at similar geometries by LIF. The aim of the measurements was to 
establish an experimental database, as well as the validation of CFD calculations. 
 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 

In Hungary’s Paks NPP the measured values by the thermocouples mounted in the fuel bundle 
heads – which supply important information for the limitation of the reactor core power – and 
the average outlet temperatures of the coolant may differ as a consequence of incomplete 
mixing. Several CFD calculations have been preformed, e.g. [6], and also experimental 
equipment has been built [2] to investigate the mixing in the fuel assembly head and for 
validation of the CFD calculations by the comparison of measurement data. In our laboratory 
a full scale (vertically 1m long) model of the VVER-440/213 fuel assembly was constructed 
for the investigation of mixing of subchannel flows with different temperatures and for 
supplying data for CFD validation. Laser optical measurements were chosen to obtain 
velocity and temperature distribution by particle image velocimetry (PIV) and planar 
laserinduced fluorescence (PLIF). It is an advantage of PIV and PLIF that whole flow field 



velocity and temperature distributions can be obtained in a non-intrusive manner in contrast 
with conventional techniques applied for similar experiments cited above. In this paper first 
the previous results of the research project is summarised. Then, preliminary results of the 
investigation of the influence of the flow in the central tube will be reported by presenting 
velocity measurement data. 
 
 
 

2. THE FUEL BUNDLE MODEL 
 
 

2.1 The test section 
 
The full scale head part fuel bundle model was built with the use of some original parts. A 
schematic drawing of the assembly head model can be seen in Fig.1.  
 

  
Figure 1: Construction drawing of the fuel bundle model 
and photograph of the core exit channel; fuel rods (1), 
hexagonal shroud (2), mixing grid (3), the hexagonal 
geometry changes to cylindrical (4), lifting pins (5), 
catcher (6), in core thermocouple (7), bottom plate (8), fuel 
rod lead-through stuffing box (9). 

Figure 2: Schematic drawing of 
the positioning of the inner tube 
to the central tube. 

 
As in the plant, the fuel rods are surrounded by a hexagonal shroud and at the entrance to the 
upper head a mixing grid is placed. Downstream of the mixing grid the hexagonal (flow) 
geometry changes to a cylindrical one. At the following part there are two pins, which 
originally serve for the lifting of the bundle from the reactor core. The upper part following 



this level comprises the catcher (for fitting the bundles to the core exit channel in the reactor) 
and the core exit thermocouple. Both have a mixing effect to the coolant flow.  
 
 
2.2 Overview of previous results 
 
Qualitative and quantitative analyses of the velocity and temperature distribution in the core 
exit channel model have been done. The PIV velocity measurement showed that at the level 
of the core exit thermocouple the coolant is homogenized by the mixing grid, catcher, and the 
lifting pins; the velocity plumes present just downstream of the fuel assembly outlet disappear 
at the cylindrical tube part of the assembly head. This was proven also by LIF temperature 
measurements; a strongly asymmetric heating configuration was required to detect significant 
temperature distribution at the thermocouple level, in other cases it was nearly homogenous. 
The full field velocity, temperature results and the derived turbulent statistics allow direct 
comparison with simulation results. [3],[4],[5] 

 
 
 

3. MEASUREMENT OF THE FLOW IN THE CENTRAL TUBE 
 
 
3.1 The objectives of the measurements 
 
Beside the 126 fuel rods of the VVER-440/213 fuel assembly there is the central tube, its 
function is to fix the spacer grids to certain axial positions.  At the fixings the coolant can get 
into the central tube through gaps, but the coolant flow rate in the central tube is not well 
known as the geometry of the spacer grid cannot be well defined.[1] This geometry is fully 
adapted to our model as both the central tube and the spacer grids are original parts. The main 
idea of these experiments was to produce controlled flow rates and temperatures in the central 
tube and determine its influence by measuring the velocity flow field downstream, below the 
in-core thermocouple. In order to control the flow rate inside the central tube, an inner tube of 
6 mm inside diameter was applied, and a by-pass branch was connected to it. The inner tube 
can be vertically displaced up and down, so it can hermetically seal the gaps at the spacer 
fixings (see Fig.2). 
 
 
3.2 Preliminary results of velocity field measurements 
 
For the measurements the inner tube in the central tube was set to top position, so its upper 
end was at the level of the central tubes upper end. In this case all of the gaps at the spacer 
grid fixings are hermetically sealed. The idea of this experiment was to create extreme high 
flow rates in the central tube relative to the main flow, so it is well measureable and its 
influence to the coolant mixing and to the in-core temperature measurement can be studied. 
Twelve preliminary measurements of whole flow velocity field were carried out at the in-core 
thermocouple area. The flow rate in the fuel assembly was set to three different values while 
the flow rate in the central tube was fixed to maximum and zero in all cases. This set of 
measurement was repeated in two different measuring planes. The position of Plane 1 can be 
seen on Fig.3 (120°), Plane 2 on Fig.4 (150°). These directions are determined by the laser 
light sheets. The centreline of the camera was perpendicular to the laser sheet. The size of the 
measured field was horizontally 85 mm (the total inside diameter of the tube part below the 



thermocouple) and 63 mm vertically, 7400 velocity vectors have been obtained in the on it. 
The upper end of the recorded plane was at the level of the thermocouples lower end. The 
applied PIV system was the same as during previous experiments; the energy of the Nd YAG 
laser was set to 20% of the maximum 50 mJ, the diameter of the polyamide seeding particles 
were 20 µm. The interrogation area size was 16×16 pixel, and cross correlation was used for 
the calculation. The time between the two laser impulses (∆t, resulting in two particle images) 
was 75 µs at the highest flow rates and 100 µs else. The time averaged velocity field results 
have been obtained by recording 500 frame pairs at 4 Hz frequency.  
 

 
In the examined planes the velocity distributions were similar to previous measurements; at 
this level the coolant is homogenized by the mixing grid and the catcher. Now only one 
profile of the axial velocities will be presented for each measurement. The presented profiles 
refer to the horizontal line 13 mm below the lower end of the thermocouple; it is about 300 
mm above the top end of the central tube. (In the case of Plane 1, the left end of the profile 
was hidden by a non-transparent part.)  The profiles are time averages of 125s (500 snapshots) 
and spatial averages of 85×4.3 mm2 (values 2.15 mm up and 2.15 mm down to the horizontal 
line were averages). The results can be seen on Fig.5 and Fig.6. The profile curves show that 
the lower is the flow rate in the main section of fuel assembly; the bigger is the influence of 
the flow in central tube to the profile. (The highest, 88 m3/h flow rate is about the that of the 
normal NPP operation.) Despite the applied flow rates can be considered extremely high, 
regarding that the 300mm distance from the central tube opening is relatively very high the 
influence of the central tube flow rate was found significant. Opposed to the subchannels, the 
central tube opening is 6 mm higher than the mixing grid, so the high velocity plum can be 
mixed only by the catcher and the rotation of the coolant. The influence of the rose shaped 
catcher is observable as Plane 1 and 2 is set according to the symmetry of the catcher. Further 
measurement will be done for the investigation of the effect of the gaps at the spacer fixings 
by displacing the inner tube vertically, the turbulence statistics will be calculated and the 
repetition will be performed according to previous tests, and finally the temperature 
distribution will also be determined at similar geometries by LIF. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Measurement setup at Plane 1. Figure 4. Measurement setup at Plane 2. 



 
 
Figure 5. Axial velocity profiles at Plane 1. Q denotes the main flow rate, q denotes the flow 
rate in central tube in [m3/h]. 
 
 

 
 
Figure 6. Axial velocity profiles at Plane 2. Q denotes main flow rate, q denotes the flow rate 
in central tube in [m3/h]. 



 
4. SUMMARY 

 
 

Considering the importance of the values by the thermocouples mounted in the fuel bundle 
heads, on the full scale model of the VVER-440/213 fuel assembly head part laser optical 
measurement have been done for supplying data for CFD validation. The previous PIV 
velocity measurement showed that at the level of the core exit thermocouple the coolant is 
homogenized by the mixing grid, catcher, and the lifting pins. This was proven also by LIF 
temperature measurements; a strongly asymmetric heating configuration was required to 
detect significant temperature distribution at the thermocouple level, in other cases it was 
nearly homogenous. Recently experiments have been done to produce controlled flow rates in 
the central tube of the fuel assembly and determine its influence by measuring the velocity 
flow field downstream, below the in-core thermocouple. In order to have well measurable 
effect, extreme flow rates have been set in the central tube by applying an inner tube with 
controlled flow. Despite the extreme conditions, the influence of the central tube to the 
velocity field proved to be significant. Further measurement will be done for the investigation 
of the effect of the gaps at the spacer fixings by displacing the inner tube vertically, and also 
the temperature distribution will also be determined at similar geometries by LIF. 
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